Netsurit Managed Security Service Provider

Cyber crime is everywhere.

Let us manage it for you.

With an ever-growing onslaught of data breaches and security compromises, companies around the world are
beginning to ask themselves not if - but when - they will become its next victim.
The truth is, regardless of a business’s size or resources, the evolving resourcefulness of cyber criminals see them
evade even the seemingly best-protected infrastructures. And for those who think the rate of compromises is going to
decrease in coming years, the numbers are not in their favour.

According to a report released from Juniper Research,
cybercrime alone cost an estimated $2.1 trillion in 2019 almost four times as much as breaches in 2015.
As cyber criminals resort to more sophisticated levels of ransomware and crippling malware, businesses literally
cannot afford to have sub-par security.

Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs) vs. in-house security.

To avoid potential disasters, organizations often feel compelled to hire and train their own in-house security team. This
creates burgeoning unbudgeted expenses and often results in inadequate cybersecurity.
The best option is to partner with a Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) that provides expert oversight of a
company’s security systems - and, in the best-case scenario - is managed remotely over the cloud.
The menu of services that a good MSSP offers includes managed firewall, intrusion detection, virtual private network,
vulnerability scanning and anti-viral services. MSSPs also use high-availability security operation centres to provide
24/7 services.

Introducing Netsurit’s Managed Security Service Provider
(MSSP) and Security and Operations Centre (NSOC)
Netsurit MSSP provides outsourced monitoring and management of security devices and systems by providing
24/7 proactive monitoring of the Microsoft 365 estate. Rapid automated response to identified risks, issues
and incidents is provided and extends to proactive monitoring of Microsoft Azure and on-premises servers,
and M365 feature enablement to further mitigate risks.
Our NSOC provides the ongoing pro-active operational and security enhancement for the hybrid cloud
environment. This team takes primary responsibility and collaborates with other operations teams to ensure
operational and security-related issues in related functional areas are resolved effectively, security related
functionality is correctly implemented, and security policies are adhered to in all Microsoft 365 services.
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It is time to enlist the services of Netsurit MSSP (Managed Security
Service Provider) when:
You want unparalleled Microsoft 365 security
and compliance management from a service
provider with a proven track record.

You want to maximize the power contained
in the Microsoft 365 security and compliance
features you already own.

You want to free up your management and
personnel to focus on providing productivity
and functionality, safe in the knowledge that
security is taken care of.

You want to focus on pro-active prevention, not
just reactive remediation.

You want to save on data-breach costs,
technology and security workforce investment.

Summary: What Netsurit MSSP offers:
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•
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Enhanced
Protection

Security risks are identified
before they become issues
Security events from multiple
sources are correlated to
identify sophisticated attacks
Rapid incident response 24x7

Free up your management and
personnel to focus on what
they do best, knowing security
is taken care of.
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CostEffectiveness

Avoids the costs of hiring
expensive cyber-security
experts
Replace expensive multivendor products with a
consolidated Microsoft
solution
All the functionality you
already own is enabled and
used to its full potential
Avoid security spend eating
your entire IT budget.
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Improved
Compliance

Reports and dashboards
provide an up-to-date view of
your security stance
Quantify your security state
and stance through Secure
Score
Auditor-ready reports
monthly
Proof to stakeholders that
you are on top of security
and compliance.

Case study.

In 2019, one of South Africa’s largest FMCG manufacturing and distribution companies (2272 seats) upgraded licensing
to Microsoft 365 E5 and initiated Netsurit MSSP. Switched on most security and compliance functionality in Microsoft
365 and implemented Azure Sentinel.
The results.
Continuous security improvement measured by raising Secure Score and decreased security incidents logged.
Switched licensing from O365 E3 & EMS E3 to Microsoft 365 E5 across all seats to take advantage of added security
functionality managed through this service. 2000 Windows 10 computers now managed using Intune and protected
using Microsoft Defender ATP in a managed modern desktop solution.

The Netsurit difference.

At Netsurit, the mantra we live by is “One, together.” It is imbued into our company values and guides the way we
think, act and treat our customers. We see IT as the enabler virtually every businessperson relies on each day as they
work towards achieving their goals and aspirations. And because data, sensitive information and intellectual property
is so important to the success of our customers, we take its safety and protection very seriously indeed.
We passionately support the idea that we are providers of an ecosystem that helps our partners, our customers and
our own teams to safely realize and actualize their full potential. At the end of the day, we believe the dreamers with
the tools to do things will change the world for good.
For more information, please contact us at info@netsurit.com or visit www.netsurit.com

